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Titbits 
 

Ostriches have one of the largest eyes among all land animals. Each eye measures almost 5 cm across. 

 

How well do you know the animal world? To find out, choose the correct options to answer the 

following questions. 

 

1. Which of these refers to a layer of fat that helps animals such as walruses, seals, and penguins keep 

warm? 

 

a) blighter b) blabber c) blubber 

2. Which of these is a cold-blooded animal?  

a) frog b) eagle c) rat 

3. Which of these is not really a bear?  

a) sun bear b) grizzly bear c) koala bear 

 

4. Which member of the big cat family has species called the Indian and the Siberian? 

 

a) tiger b) leopard c) lion 

 

5. Which of these animals is an omnivore? 

 

a) bear b) panther c) deer 

 

6. Many animals deal with the harshness of winter by becoming dormant or inactive. This ‘long sleep’ is 

called ______________. 

 

a) hibernation b) transpiration c) aestivation 

 

7. Which of the following type of mammals lay eggs instead of giving birth? 

 

a) marsupials b) monotremes c) ungulates 

 

8. How do bees and mosquitoes create a loud buzzing noise? 
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a) rubbing of legs b) beating of wings c) humming loud 

9. The substance found in rhinoceroses’ horns is also found in human _________. 

a) hair b) bones c) skin 

10. How many compartments does the stomach of a cow have?  

a) two b) four c) one 

11. Which of these creatures can a hippopotamus outrun?  

a) cheetah b) human being c) antelope 

12. Which of these birds can rotate its neck 270 degrees?  

a) owl b) toucan c) kite 

 

Titbits 
 

The Arctic tern migrates from its summer ground in the Arctic to its winter ground in the Antarctic, travelling 

around 60,000 km to 82,000 km every year. This is the longest annual animal migration in the world. 

 

Do birds use GPS to navigate? How else do they know exactly which route to take every year when they migrate? 


